Introduction {#s0001}
============

The percentage of cancer cells within a tumor may vary anywhere from 5% to almost 100%.[@cit0001] The rest of the cells in a tumor are various immune cells such as lymphocytes, CAFs (cancer associated fibroblasts), TAMs (tumor associated macrophages), MDSCs (myeloid-derived suppressor cells), and endothelium cells of the vasculature and others. As a result of direct interactions between cancer cells and immune cells, pro-inflammatory as well as regulatory cytokines are released, stimulating not only each other, but also affecting other cells such as fibroblasts and macrophages, turning them into CAFs and TAMs. They in turn secrete growth factors and extra-cellular matrices[@cit0002]^,^[@cit0003] and as such provide cancer cells with their own milieu, called the tumor microenvironment (TME). TAM-cancer cell interactions take many shapes, from inflammatory, immunomodulatory, angiogenic, to metastatic, depending on the developmental stages of the tumor.[@cit0004] CAFs, on the other hand, can secrete extracellular matrices (ECMs) that form scaffolds inside the tumor, but under different circumstances, they can activate metalloproteases, cleaving ECMs, and allowing cancer cells to escape the tumor.[@cit0005] Thus, the TME is determined not only by their association with cancer cells, but also by the dynamical interaction between cancer cells and stromal cells, which includes infiltrating lymphocytes. On the other hand, what gets recruited to the tumor is determined by the TME as well.[@cit0006] Once lymphocytes enter the tumor, the TME exerts influences on their effectiveness in many ways.[@cit0007] Upon studying articles on the TME, we have the impression that they do not report the whole picture. First, not all TMEs are alike. Just as there are considerable intra- and inter-tumor heterogeneities of cancer cells, there is a wide spectrum of TMEs. Second, because the formation of a TME is a dynamic process, one can expect the TME of a particular tumor to become altered as it experiences chemotherapies and other changes. Third, to better understand the characteristics of a TME, there needs to be a classification scheme. (Until now, there have been only rudimentary classifications based on (1) the absence or presence of lymphocytes, (2) the microvessel density,[@cit0008] or (3) those comparing infiltrated T cells, infiltrated B cells, epithelial markers or desmoplasia in stromal components.[@cit0009]) Fourth, there have been few reports of experiments performed to elucidate TMEs, largely because there are so few good mouse models or mouse cancer cell lines.

Because there are many excellent review articles on how cytolytic activities of lymphocytes already in the tumor are moderated by the TME,[@cit0007]^,^[@cit0010]^,^[@cit0011] in this article, we focus on TMEs with very few lymphocytes, how they might have been formed, and how lymphocyte infiltration may be restored. There are various reasons for lymphocytes being blocked from entering a tumor. As examples, when FasL is expressed in the tumor vasculature of some tumor types,[@cit0012]^,^[@cit0013] it induces apoptosis in incoming activated T cells in a process called activation induced cell death (AICD). FasL at the tumor vasculature preferentially eliminates CD8+T cells over regulatory T cells (T~reg~) largely because higher levels of c-FLIP expressed in T~reg~ cells hinder FasL-induced apoptosis. Other tumors express the endothelin B receptor (ET~B~R) that hinders T cell infiltration into the tumor.[@cit0014] Yet in other tumors, chemokines required for lymphocyte infiltration are nitrated, making them ineffective.[@cit0015] These three examples have the same consequence--interfering with lymphocytic infiltration of the tumor. For each case, depending on the kind of immunotherapy, a strategy to restore tumor infiltration of lymphocytes can be devised.[@cit0007] It must be noted, however, that in the above cases, tumors are expressing chemokines and lymphocytes are recruited to the nearby vasculature, but they fail to enter the tumor. In addition, recent evidence suggests the existence of tumors without the cytokines and chemokines necessary for lymphocyte recruitment to sites on the vasculature adjacent to the tumor. Thus, to restore lymphocytic infiltration into a tumor, it is important to distinguish those tumors that cannot even recruit lymphocytes to the nearby vasculature from those tumors that block entry into the tumor. And for this task, ideas of how TMEs are formed and how they could be modified are needed. In an effort to understand this enormously complex issue, we begin by examining components of multiple TMEs in metastasized melanoma biopsies.

Lymphocytes infiltrating tumors {#s0002}
===============================

By analyzing the data presented by Harlin and colleagues at the University of Chicago[@cit0016] for the presence of various stromal cells, we could draw the architecture of each tumor, and found that some tumors without infiltrating lymphocytes fall into distinct classes. This group took 44 biopsy samples from metastatic melanoma patients and bulk analyzed their RNA contents using Affimatrix GeneChips.[@cit0016] For indications that a particular gene expression may be derived from cancer cells, they included in the analysis five melanoma cell lines and three primary melanocytes. The data were put through an unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis, and genes were aligned along the vertical axis according to the gene cluster analysis, and melanoma samples were aligned along the horizontal axis according to the binary tree generated by the program. From these data (Harlin et al., Cancer Research 2009, Suppl Info 1), we constructed a heatmap ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Clusters of red squares in the lower left corner represent highly expressed genes in the first set of melanoma samples. They are mostly immune cell specific transcripts, suggesting that lymphocytes were infiltrating these tumors. They found that the eighteen Group 1 tumors contained most of the lymphocyte specific transcripts. The rest of the samples were subdivided into two more groups, Group 2 and Group 3 ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Heatmap generated from unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis. 44 biopsy samples, 5 cell lines and 3 primary cells were aligned along the horizontal axis while genes were aligned along the vertical axis. The heatmap program generated groups 1--3 and we designated two classes of tumors, Class A and Class B.

Group 1 tumors have distinctive attributes. The presence of T cells in Group 1 tumors were confirmed by the presence of TCRα, TCRβ and TCRγ transcripts, and by the presence of transcripts for the T-cell specific adapter proteins Slp76 and Fyb. The presence of immunoglobulin gene transcripts confirmed that B cells also infiltrated Group 1 tumors. Harlin and colleagues showed that lymphocytes were found only in Group 1 melanoma tumors, suggesting that lymphocytes did not infiltrate the rest of the melanoma tumors. Because Group 1 tumor samples included melanoma biopsies from brain, lung, skin and other tissues, the existence of lymphocytes in a tumor seems to be independent of the tumor\'s location or organ type. On the other hand, macrophages were found in all the tumor samples to varying degrees, but not in the melanoma cancer cell lines and melanocytes. This was because macrophages are found in almost all tissues having been there since the tissues were formed. Monocytes may also be recruited to some tissues by chemokines, and become macrophages. Thus, it is not surprising that macrophages were found in tumors without infiltrating lymphocytes. However, it is difficult to distinguish between macrophages from different origins.[@cit0017] Harlin and colleagues also showed that the presence of the chemokines CXCL9,10,11 & 13, and CCL 3,4,5,8 & 19 correlated with the presence of lymphocytes in tumor samples. Using an in vitro trans-endothelial cell migration assay and other assays, they showed that chemokines were necessary for lymphocytes to exit the vasculature and enter tumors.[@cit0016]

Tumors without infiltrating lymphocytes {#s0002-0001}
---------------------------------------

Our main interest is in examining components of the TME in various tumors. Thus, we examine in detail highly expressed transcripts found in the middle of the heatmap (red squares in the vertically stretched oblong circle in the middle of Group 2 tumors). Most of these transcripts are keratinocyte-associated transcripts such as keratins 2A, 10, 14 and 17,[@cit0018]^,^[@cit0019] gap junctions,[@cit0020] aquaporins,[@cit0021] and desmoplakin.[@cit0022] These transcripts were also found in cancer cell lines and primary melanocytes ([Fig. 2a](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Proteins translated from these transcripts play important roles in cell survival in skin tissues.[@cit0023]^,^[@cit0024] Furthermore, there are some transcripts such as desmocollins and plakophilins not found in cancer cell lines and primary melanocytes that are important elements in skin tissues for keeping cell-cell contacts such as adherence junctions.[@cit0025] EGFR and FGFR2 transcripts are also found in these tumors, but not in cancer cell lines and primary melanocytes. Thus, these seem to be tumors in which small cancer cells are tightly packed, but still proliferating with growth factors that might be secreted from CAFs.[@cit0026] Figure 2.Variation in TME. (a) Most chemokine transcripts were found in Group 1 tumors, except for CXCL14, which was found in Class A tumors. Growth factor receptors such as EGFR and FGFR2 were found in Class A tumors. Keratins 2a,10,14, and 17 were found in Class A tumors. The lower level keratin transcripts were found in cell lines, primary melanocytes and Class B tumors. Proto-oncogene MET transcripts were found in many samples across the groups and classes. (b) Dopachrome tautomerase, known to inhibit macrophage chemotactic response, Drosophila Delta-Like 3 (DDL3), phospholipase A1 Membrane A (PLA1A), and MET were excluded from Class A tumors.

Class A tumors have unique gene expression. Eight tumor samples differ from the rest of the melanoma samples by the lack of expression of genes elevated in many melanoma samples, such as phospholipase A1 member A, DDL3 (delta-like 3), and proto-oncogene MET ([Fig. 2b](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, expression of dopachrome tautomerase, a ubiquitously expressed protein that binds to CD74 and regulates macrophage chemotactic responses,[@cit0027] is also absent in these eight tumors. In short, most of the transcripts found in these tumors were not expressed in other tumors ([Fig. 2a](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), and many of the transcripts found in other tumors were not observed in them ([Fig. 2b](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). We designated these eight tumors, Class A tumors.

It is interesting to note that CXCL14 is the only chemokine with significant presence in Class A tumors ([Fig. 2a](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). There are considerable controversies on the roles of CXCL14.[@cit0028] It is suspected of playing a pro-tumorigenic role by attracting monocytes into tumors and turning them into tumor-associated macrophages. On the other hand, it is also suggested that CXCL14 may bind to CXCR4 and inhibit its activation.[@cit0029] If this were the case, because CXCR4 activity is necessary to bring MDSCs to the tumor, a Class A tumor may lack the presence of MDSCs. Because gene expression of tumor cells was performed in bulk instead of analyzing each cell individually, and because there is no single marker for MDSCs, it is difficult to determine the presence of MDSC by these assays, necessitating further studies to clarify the role of CXCL14 in these tumors. To identify CAFs and TAMs also requires multiple markers, and bulk analysis of transcripts from tumors is not suitable. Even with these limitations, Class A tumors might be characterized as tumors filled with small tightly packed cancerous melanocytes, possibly within stratified keratinocytes, and possibly with some CAFs. They contain very few lymphocytes, painting a picture of a "classic" tumor that rejects lymphocyte infiltration.

Class B tumors appear to have a high percentage of cancer cells. The heatmap derived from Harlin\'s data also showed the existence of three tumors with remarkably similar profiles with cancer cell lines and melanocytes ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting a lack of cellular complexity. Thus, these three tumor biopsies, except for a few macrophages, likely consist mostly of cancer cells. In this regard, Malladi and colleagues at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center isolated what they call latency competent cells (LCCs) from early stage human, lung and breast cancer cell lines, by injecting human early stage cancer cells into immune-compromised mice that still have NK cells, and isolating those cells that engrafted.[@cit0030] LCCs show stem-like characteristics and express DKK1, an inhibitor of the WNT/β-catenin pathway, imposing a slow-cycling state with downregulation of ligands for NK cells, thus evading detection by NK cells. Mouse NK cells react with MHC-incompatible cells, virus infected cells, rapidly proliferating cells, cells with activated DNA damage response pathways, and others, much like human NK cells would.[@cit0031] Thus it seems reasonable to assume that LCCs can escape detection by innate immunity in the human body, and in the absence of an inflammatory reaction caused by immune cells, they may form tumors consisting mostly of cancer cells and very few stromal cells.[@cit0032] This model explains the existence of tumors with very few stromal cells. We speculate that the three melanoma tumors in [Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} may have been formed by LCCs. We designated these three tumors, Class B tumors.

Spranger and colleagues examined 197 melanoma patients divided into two groups, one with infiltrating T cells (105 patients) and one without (92 patients). They found a CTNNB1, gain-of-function β-catenin mutation in eight patients, and seven of them had tumors with no T-cell infiltration.[@cit0033] They suggested that β-catenin induced ATF2 expression, which in turn inhibited CCL4 chemokine expression, a chemokine that facilitates T cell infiltration. Because β-catenin expression is thought to be necessary for the maintenance of stem-like characteristics in cutaneous cancer,[@cit0034] it will be interesting to test whether Class B tumors express CTNNB1 and still block CCL4 expression, making them resistant to T cell infiltration. Taking into account mutations in β-catenin targeted genes, they argue that increased β-catenin signaling pathways could account for some of the tumors without T cell infiltration, but not nearly all such tumors.

TME diversity {#s0002-0002}
-------------

At the cellular level, we can now draw reasonably good pictures of some of the 44 melanoma tumors. (1) Group 1 tumors are infiltrated by lymphocytes. (2) Class A tumors are filled with small tightly packed melanocytes, staining positive with keratin antibodies, and there are very few lymphocytes. (3) Class B tumors are filled mostly with cancer cells and seem to have a limited number of stromal cells. We are not sure what the others look like, but they may look like Group 1 tumors except that they do not have lymphocytes. Thus, we have a very rudimentary phylogenic tree for melanoma tumors. With more data, perhaps we could build a more complex chart much like a Linnaean taxonomy chart which can be interpreted as an evolutionary tree.

We speculate that all the newly metastasized colonies are Class B tumors--small slowly growing stem cell like cancer cells that can evade innate and adaptive immunity. But they do not always stay this way forever. One possible change may come when a solid tumor reaches a certain size and its inner core becomes hypoxic, activating many hypoxia-related programs such as the TGFβ-VEGF based angiogenesis program,[@cit0035] and interleukin-based infiltration and activation of NK cells into its hypoxic core,[@cit0036] thus initiating many changes to come for Class B tumors, including rapid growth of cancer cells in a well-oxygenated environment. Rapidly growing cancer cells often express NKG2D ligands, attracting and activating NK cells.[@cit0039]^,^[@cit0040] Rapid growth of cancer cells inevitably causes a certain number of cells to die. (Even colonies of HeLa and other cancer cells growing in tissue culture experience the death of a small fraction of cells.) Dead or dying cells activate macrophages and dendritic cells, further activating the adaptive arm of the immune system, and release inflammatory cytokines, attracting lymphocytes into the tumor.

There are other possible mechanisms involved in establishing a new cancer colony in a different tissue environment. For example, the fusion of a cancer cell with a nearby healthy cell was observed many times in experimental mouse models.[@cit0041]^,^[@cit0042] MDA-MB435, a cancer cell line derived from breast cancer, expresses a number of melanocyte proteins[@cit0043]; it seems possible that a metastasized breast cancer cell had fused with a melanocyte, and thus express melanocyte proteins. These changes could turn Class B tumors into Class A tumors.

Thus, establishing a new colony in a different tissue may involve multiple pathological processes. Faced with this enormously complex problem of deciphering how different TMEs are generated, and how they become resistant to lymphocytic infiltration, we are initiating a project to build an animal model system to study the TME and its development, and TME resistance to lymphocytic infiltration. Before we outline our proposal, however, we briefly describe known mechanisms of lymphocytic infiltration of tumors.

Mechanisms of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes {#s0003}
============================================

The well-established model of lymphocyte extravasation is as follows: the flow of lymphocytes slows in vasculatures expressing selectins, then they are halted by integrins such as ICAM-1 and VCAM-1,[@cit0044] and trans-endothelial migration is triggered by appropriate chemokines.[@cit0045]^,^[@cit0046] Pro-inflammatory cytokines and regulatory cytokines trigger necessary components in these pathways.[@cit0047] For example, expression of all the necessary components for recruiting activated CD8+ T is induced by interferon γ (IFNγ),[@cit0048] which is released by the innate arm of immunity, reacting to pathogens or in host-vs-graft reactions. The development of immune cells in IFNγ −/− mice is unchanged, and tumor-grafted mice produce CD8+ T cells that can induce cancer-cell killing *ex vivo*, but in the mice, tumors are not infiltrated by CD8+ T cells and cancer cells remain unaffected.[@cit0049]^,^[@cit0050] Thus, IFNγ plays a central role in recruiting CD8+ T cells into tumors. Upon binding to IFNγ, the IFNγ receptor activates JAK kinases and JAK2 expression is associated with tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes.[@cit0051] Recent findings showed that JAK kinase inhibitors blocked unwanted lymphocyte infiltration in various tissues such as Islets of Langerhans, rheumatoid joints, and bald spots in alopecia, ameliorating the symptoms of corresponding immunological disorders such as insulitis in experimental model mice,[@cit0052] and rheumatoid arthritis (RA)[@cit0053] and alopecia[@cit0054] in patients. In short, INFγ-induced lymphocyte infiltration of tissues is dependent on the IFNγR-JAK2 pathway.

Animal models for studying the TME {#s0004}
==================================

Grafting human cancer cells onto immuno-compromised mice have been standard ways to test the growth and metastastic potential of cancer cells. However, in the absence of immune cells, these tumors would not develop proper TMEs in these animals. Thus, grafting cancer cells onto immuno-deficient mice is obviously not the right model to study the TME. Alternatively, tumors in genetically engineered mouse models for a particular cancer type arising from specific mutations (such as PKC mice for studying pancreatic cancer), or tumors generated from mouse cancer cell lines grafted onto wild-type mice could be used. However, both models are unsatisfactory because of the uncertainty as to whether the results could be extended beyond a particular cancer type with a particular set of mutations. A way to test a particular hypothesis on a particular cancer type with a given set of mutations is not readily available. Nevertheless, in this section, first we briefly review the results from those two models. Then, based on recent advances in our understanding of the roles the two separate arms of the immune system (innate and adaptive) play, and the availability of agents that can separate them, we discuss possibilities for making improvements in the existing animal models for studying the TME.

Genetically altered mouse models for studying the TME {#s0004-0001}
-----------------------------------------------------

One way to study TMEs using animals is to examine tumors of genetically altered model mice that spontaneously generate tumors, such as pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDAC) formed in transgenic mice expressing Kras^G12D^ and Trp53^R172H^ in the pancreas (KPC mice), or breast cancer formed in mouse mammary tumor virus-driven polyomavirus middle T antigen (MMTV-PyMT) transgenic mice, or prostate cancer formed in prostate-specific PTEN gene-deletion model mice. These tumors in model animals recapitulated various elements of tumor microenvironments found in the clinical settings. For example, TAMs are consistently found in tumors of MMTV-PyMT mice[@cit0055]^,^[@cit0056]; and CAFs,[@cit0057] and MDSCs[@cit0058] are consistently found in tumors of PDAC model mice. Furthermore, there are very little CD8+ T cells in the PDACs in PKC mice and breast cancer in MMTV-PyMT mice. Using in vivo and in vitro experiments, the reason for the absence of CD8+ T cells was deciphered; Kras^G12D^ induces granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) production in cancer cells,[@cit0059] recruiting Gr-1+ CD11b+ myeloid cells into the tumor and developing them into MDSCs.[@cit0058] Consequently CD8+ T cells were excluded from the tumor. CAF released CXCL12 can also inactivate cancer cells[@cit0057] in recruiting CD8+ T cells to PDAC. Thus, both in pancreatic and breast cancer model mice, GM-CSF secreted from cancer cells recruited myeloid-derived cells and turned them into MDSCs that block lymphocytic infiltration. Whether this is also true in another cancer type with another set of mutations needs to be verified for each cancer type. This constant need for verification is an inevitable consequence of using genetically altered mice to study specific cancer types with specific gene mutations.

There are hundreds of cancer types and thousands of cancer-causing mutations, and we only have a genetically engineered mouse model for very few of them. However, there are over two hundred mouse cancer cell lines and over four thousand human cancer cell lines listed in the ATTC catalogue. Grafting mouse cancer cell lines onto wild-type mice may be a better way to study TMEs. This may prove to be a fruitful endeavor for discovery because only a few mouse cell lines have been grafted onto syngeneic mice.

Grafting mouse cancer cells for studying the TME {#s0004-0002}
------------------------------------------------

Grafting mouse cancer cells onto mice with similar genetic background, can also generate tumors. For example, B16F10 mouse melanoma grafts generated tumors with monocyte-derived MDSCs. In this case, the numeric and functional development of MDSCs was also dependent on GM-CSF,[@cit0061] and the presence of MDSCs in the tumor blocked T cell infiltration, similar to what we have seen in the pancreatic and breast cancer model mice.

Grafting B16F10 melanoma onto CD5-deficient mice cause tumors to grow much more slowly compared to the same cancer cells grafted onto wild-type mice.[@cit0062] Even though CD5 is a negative regulator of TCR signaling in thymocytes and mature T lymphocytes,[@cit0063] CD5- deficient mice are healthy and their hematopoietic development seems largely intact.[@cit0064] Initially, B16F10 melanoma-derived tumors in CD5-deficient mice were infiltrated with all sorts of T cells, and they exhibited a more activated phenotype (up to 2 weeks post-injection), compared to the tumors injected in the wild-type mice. However, in the subsequent weeks, there was an increase in activation induced cell death (AICD) of CD8+ T cells by FasL released from cancer cells, and tumors grew larger at the later stage (week 2--3 of post-injection), and had fewer infiltrating T lymphocytes.

Lastly, mouse fibrosarcoma cancer cells (CSA1M) isolated from Rous sarcoma virus infected mice, can be grafted subcutaneously onto wild-type mice. However, unlike the above three examples, the tumors generated from the grafts were infiltrated with lymphocytes, at least initially. However, 8--10 weeks post-infection, the levels of IFNγ declined precipitously, as did the percentages for CD4+ and CD8+ T infiltrating lymphocytes, while marked increase in IL-10 and IL-4 were observed, and Mac-1+ Gr-1+ myeloid suppressor cells (MSCs) accumulated in the late stage tumors.[@cit0065] In short, the rate of decline in tumor infiltrating CD8+ T cells was slower in CSA1M-derived fibrasarcoma compared to B16F10-derived melenoma, and associated molecules involved were similar but not exactly the same. Thus, both with genetically engineered mouse models and murine syngeneic tumor models, tumors infiltrated with lymphocytes recruited myeloid cells and turned them into MDSCs so that eventually they became devoid of lymphocytes, in similar manners. Further, the absence of CD5 prolonged the duration of lymphocyte infiltrated TMEs.

Injecting the same cancer cells onto mice with different genetic background can also yield very different results. For example, when CSA1M cells were grafted onto IFNγ−/− mice, there was no lymphocytic infiltration at the begining.[@cit0049] We note that hematopoietic development in IFNγ−/− mice was largely intact,[@cit0066] and CSA1M-reacting CD8+ cells were generated ex vivo. When these CSA1M-reacting CD8+ cells were injected into CSA1M bearing mice, it seemed that they could not infiltrate the tumor at the earliest stage.[@cit0049] In fact, lymphocytes do not infiltrate CSA1M tumor in IFNγ−/− mice because inflammatory signals are not transduced, and CD8+ T cells are not even recruited to the vasculature near the tumor, the same reason that JAK kinase inhibitors blocked lymphocytic infiltration to the Islets of Langerhans in type I diabetes mice, and to the rheumatoid joints in RA patients. Had the researchers searched for MDSCs in CSA1M tumors generated in IFNγ−/− mice, we speculate that they would not have found one. In other words, CSA1M tumors in IFNγ−/− mice did not become resistant to lymphocytic infiltration, they are so from the beginning.

Based on the current available data, we present a model for solid tumor development. Tumors transition from a lymphocyte null tumor (such as Class B tumors in melanoma biopsies) -- Category I (Cat I), to a lymphocyte-infiltrated tumor -- Category II (Cat II), and then to a MDSC containing tumor devoid of lymphocytes -- Category III (Cat III). To progress from Cat I to Cat II, inflammatory IFNγ signaling is required. To transition from Cat II to Cat III, cytokines that recruit myeloid cells (either Gr-1+ CD11b+ cells or Mac-1+ Gr-1+ cells) into the tumor, and turn them into MDSCs, such as GM-CSF is needed. The absence of CD5 could fill tumors with all sorts of activated CD8+ T cells, and prolong development of tumors at Cat II, but not halt it. The clinically important issue is to find ways to revert Cat III tumors to Cat II tumors.

Disrupting SEMA4D {#s0004-0003}
-----------------

Semaphorin 4D (SEMA4D) is a ubiquitously expressed protein that plays a role in axon-guidance,[@cit0067] osteoclasis[@cit0068] and modulation of the TME.[@cit0069] Recently Evans and colleagues reported that SEMA4D was at the invasive edges of growing tumors, and disrupting SEMA4D with an antibody treatment caused increased infiltration of lymphocytes into the tumor, causing in some cases, complete tumor regression.[@cit0070] These experiments were performed by grafting the mouse cancer cell lines Colon26 and Tubo.A5 onto wild-type mice. The authors believed that dendritic cells and TAMs were the source of SEMA4D at the invasive edge,[@cit0069] and because SEMA4D dimers hinder cell migration in *in vitro* experiments,[@cit0071] they argue that SEMA4D proteins hinder lymphocyte infiltration in these animals. Because SEMA4D deficient mice seem to have a largely intact immune system[@cit0072] with only minor defects in organs due to cell migration defects,[@cit0073] had they grafted the same mouse cells lines to SEMA4D deficient mice, it is reasonable to expect that either a tumor would not have formed, or at least, tumors would have been infiltrated with lymphocytes. Unfortunately, these experiments were not performed. Thus, much like FasL, SEMA4D released from within the tumor creates a barrier for lymphocyte infiltration. Our one concern is that unlike the well documented existence of FasL at tumor vasculature in clinical samples,[@cit0013] SEMA4D at the tumor border regions had not been previously reported. Instead, SEMA4D staining seems to be distributed throughout the tumor (see for example, Human Protein Atlas Immunostaining data). Thus, we are not certain how common this phenomenon is.

It is known that some cancer cells exist in defined protective environments. For example, Yan-Gao Man reported that some usually benign breast cancer cells were encapsulated in myoepithelium-derived smooth muscle actin (SMA) coated capsules.[@cit0074] A typical capsule contained several thousand cancer cells. SMA-coated capsules could potentially expel cytokines and chemokines secreted from cancer cells, trapping them inside, thus silencing signals from within the tumor. On the other hand, because most lymphocytes express metalloproteases, and SMA fibers are known to be re-organized by metalloproteases,[@cit0075] a SMA coated capsule may not be a definite hindrance to lymphocytic infiltration once lymphocytes found their way to the capsule. There is no clinical data showing lymphocytes inside SMA-coated tumor capsules. However, Yan-Gao Man suggested that these tumors were usually not inflammatory until tumor cell budding starts from the capsule. This budding was often observed just before tumor invasion.[@cit0074] Structures such as SMA-coated capsules or desmoplasia around tumors must at the least affect the rate of lymphocytic infiltration.[@cit0009] Thus, SMA-coated tumor capsules may represent a very early stage of tumor development. Just when cancer cells escape their original site, they are surrounded by epithelial cells and form a capsule and find a niche in a new tissue. We note that these SMA-coated tumor capsules have not been observed in genetically engineered mouse models, nor in syngeneic cancer cell transfer models. However, by bulk analyzing RNA from SMA-coated clinical tumor capsules, assembling their components in ex vivo experiments and injecting them into mouse bodies, perhaps SMA-coated tumor capsules in mice could be recreated, which may inform how tumor cell budding from the SMA-coated capsule is initiated.

In order to find the extent of TME varieties, more bulk analysis of RNA from clinical tumor samples could show detailed components of each TME, and the in-depth analysis could reveal new classes of TMEs and new charts of various TMEs. Based on the new charts, models of how a tumor could develop would be built. However, in order to test the developmental models of tumors, better animal models for studying TMEs are needed. Briefly described below is our proposal for establishing new animal models for studying TMEs.

Grafting human cancer cells onto genetically altered mice for studying TME {#s0004-0004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

First, it is possible to create tumors without infiltrating lymphocytes in all the above mouse models of cancer, whether they are genetically engineered mice or mouse cancer cells grafted onto syngeneic mice, by pre-treating mice with IFNγ neutralizing agents. When these agents are withdrawn, it is expected that lymphocytes will infiltrate tumors. In the presence of GM-CSF, MDSCs would accumulate, eventually blocking lymphocyte entry, and return the tumor to a state devoid of lymphocytes, allowing time to observe serial changes in the TME by bulk analyzing RNA using gene chips.

In 2008, Quintana and colleagues injected a randomly selected single primary human melanoma cell into Foxn1^nu^ /IL2Rγ^−/−^ mice and found the xenograft efficiency was better than 25%.[@cit0076] These mice had severely reduced T/B cells and no NK cells. The graft efficiency was a thousand to a million times more efficient than injecting human cancer cells into Foxn1^nu^ (nude) mice. Even though Foxn1^nu^ mice had severely reduced T/B cells, the number of NK cells were comparable to the number in the wild-type mice, thus illustrating the importance of NK cells and innate immunity in eliminating foreign cancer cells from mice. Further, in 2016, by injecting human cancer cells into Foxn1^nu^ mice, and isolating cells that survived, Malladi and colleagues found LCCs.[@cit0032] These LCCs escaped detection by NK cells. Thus, it seems possible that LCCs can survive in IFNγ −/− mice and wild-type mice treated with IFNγ −/− neutralizing agents.

Because LCCs or ex vivo assembled SMA-coated tumor capsules solicit almost no reaction from NK cells, it seems possible that they could be grafted onto wild-type mice treated with IFNγ neutralizing agents. For LCCs, adding DKK inhibitors could make them grow, and by withdrawing IFNγ neutralizing agents, perhaps the tumor developmental processes could be recreated in mice. If this were the case, the study of TMEs into almost all human cancer could be expanded. Once a mouse system to study human cancers\' TME development has been established, it would be exciting to test how chemotherapeutics and radiation treatment could alter the TMEs, and find a way to restore lymphocytic infiltration. Lastly, because acquired mutations in the JAK2 gene are associated with cancer that becomes resistant to immune checkpoint therapies,[@cit0077] JAK2 mutant cancer cells could be tested for the formation of tumors without infiltrating lymphocytes in this system as well.

Admittedly, findings from mouse models or human-mouse hybrid models are not always translatable for understanding the TME in humans. However, using bulk RNA analysis to determine tumor contents for comparing TMEs in mouse models and the clinical data, adjustments may be made to the mouse models so that they become reliably human-like.

Perspectives on the immunotherapy on solid tumors {#s0005}
=================================================

Once lymphocytes find their way into a tumor, they will face many more hurdles before they can lyse cancer cells, such as navigating through immune checkpoints and regulatory T cells. Thus, successful infiltration of immune cells into tumors should not be the only benchmark for effective immunotherapy on solid tumors. Among all immunotherapies being developed, perhaps the most versatile is the chimeric antigen receptor therapy (CAR T). CAR T therapies can easily meet challenges such as AICD by having CAR T cells over-express c-FLIP, and the checkpoint activation by adding PD-1 antibodies. The most difficult challenge, however, is for immune cells to react only with cancer cells. For example, in one chimeric antigen receptor therapy (CAR T), anti-MAGE-3 antibody fused with TCR was intended to target melanoma and esophageal cancer, found its way into the brain of patients where previously unrecognized expression of MAGE-A12 was located. Their brain cells reacted with CAR T causing Parkinson-like syndrome in one patient that persisted for four weeks, and induced comas and death in two other patients.[@cit0078] Sadly, adverse effects from unintended targeted cancer destruction often cause the death of patients.[@cit0079] This is because CAR T kills any cell recognized by its chimeric receptor, not just those cells overexpressing antigens, or those cells vulnerable to the inhibition of antigen-associated activities. On the other hand, the CAR T targeting of B cells with anti-CD19 or CD20 antibodies has been hugely successful.[@cit0080]^,^[@cit0081] However, we must note that in these therapies, the whole population of B cells are targeted, cancerous and otherwise, and the success of these therapies are based on the surprising fact that this elimination seemed to have only minor adverse effects.[@cit0082] For targeting solid tumors, a more sophisticated approach of using multiple antibodies fused with TCR and its regulators is being considered. For example, adding a cancer-specific antibody fused with TCR to a healthy-specific antibody fused with its regulator would add a safety measure that could stop the killing of unintended healthy cells.[@cit0083] These ideas are still in development. Thus, even when ways are found to restore lymphocyte infiltration into a tumor, there are many more problems to solve before immunotherapies will successfully treat solid tumors. However, the first step in developing a successful immune therapy appears to be the discovery of a way to restore lymphocyte infiltration of tumors.
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